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Technology is often a key business differentiator. This is especially true for e-Businesses. Simply put, e-Business is 
defined as Internet-based commerce. Both start-ups and established companies alike face the challenge of doing 
business on the Internet, at Internet speeds.  
 
Intel is one such company adapting to doing business at Internet speed. We are striving to make our own internal 
processes "e-Business-like." For example, Intel's Web-based order management system allows our customers to place 
orders, track deliveries, post inquiries, and obtain product and pricing updates. We also have an Internet hosting 
business called Intel® Online Services, Inc., whose mission is to provide second-generation web hosting to companies 
worldwide.  
 
Internet data centers are the physical environments where all the e-Business magic occurs. The five papers in this issue 
of the Intel Technology Journal focus on the planning, implementation, and deployment of our e-Business technology 
data centers, including those data centers managed by Intel's information technology group and Intel Online Services, 
Inc. The first paper gives an overview of Intel's own internal e-Business data centers. It outlines the current and future 
direction of the technologies that are being applied to fulfill Intel's future e-Business growth. The second paper 
describes IP addressing issues for Internet data centers; in particular, it raises the concern about the dwindling amount 
of IP address space. The authors describe how IP address space concerns impact the design, implementation, and 
operation of Internet data centers.  
 
The third paper discusses the process used to certify the reliability of systems and service offerings in each new data 
center that comes online for Intel Online Services, Inc. To meet the rapid growth in the number of e-Business 
applications that are being deployed and the rate at which they are being released, the fourth paper looks at release 
management and application landing. And, finally, the fifth paper looks at asset management and capacity planning. 
Asset management can mean anything from determining where a system is located to what applications are running on 
that system. Effective asset management and capacity planning are vital to the success of any Internet data center. 
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Building on Intel's own internal experience 
and expertise, Intel® Online Services was 
formed in early 1999 to deliver global e-
Commerce and application hosting for other 
companies. By having Intel deploy and 
manage their e-Business applications and 
infrastructures, these companies can remain 
focused on their core competencies.  

Market research firm Gartner Group 
estimates that Business-to-Business e-
Commerce will be a $7.29 trillion market 
segment by 2004. To remain competitive, 
companies must move online. Responding to 
an internal and external focus on e-
Commerce, Intel is addressing this 
competitiveness head-on by becoming the 
building block supplier to the worldwide 
Internet economy.  Intel Online Services' core infrastructure is a 

growing network of data centers that 
provides application-hosting services to 
worldwide customers. Currently, seven data 
centers are located in the US, Europe, 
Australia, India, Japan, and Korea with more 
planned for 2001. First- and second-
generation hosting are offered. "First-
generation" Internet hosting is generally 
defined as "co-location" meaning that the 
customer brings everything but the basic 
facilities and connectivity. "Second-
generation" hosting is also available. Features 
include multiple open-standard applications 
that enable the fast development of complete 
e-Business solutions. These capabilities 
translate into secure, ultra-reliable Internet 
applications, as well as world-class network 
and server infrastructures.  

Since 1993, Intel has been building strong 
global networking and Information 
Technology (IT) expertise. Intel's internal IT 
organization, with nearly 4000 employees, 
manages a very large worldwide 
infrastructure that supports Intel facilities in 
93 locations across 32 countries. A sense of 
the scale of Intel's IT infrastructure is 
provided by a few statistics: there are over 
4300 infrastructure and app servers; 2300 
network devices (routers, WAN links, LAN 
connections, hubs, and switches); 325 Mbps 
worldwide network capacity on more than 
300 circuits; 3.5 million mail messages per 
day; and 24X7 e-Business and enterprise 
applications operations with better than 
99.97% uptime. This worldwide, highly 
reliable environment is a crucible for the 
development of IT expertise and techniques. 
This infrastructure allows Intel to do the 
majority of our business — almost $24 
billion of $31.8 billion in sales — over the 
Net.  

Quokka, CommerceRoute, Inc. and a variety 
of other companies are already taking 
advantage of the e-Business solutions offered 
by Intel Online Services. Intel Online 
Services has also forged relationships with 
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top solutions developers and network 
providers, including Appgenesys, Proxicom, 
and PricewaterhouseCoopers  

Over the next few years, Intel will continue 
to grow our internal and external e-
Commerce support. Internal e-Business 
systems will be an important vehicle for 
developing Intel expertise and leading the 
industry in the development of e-Business 
capability. Intel Online Services will 
continue to open data centers globally and 
provide more end-to-end application services 
in support of Intel's external customers. Intel 
will continue to focus on being the 
preeminent building block supplier to the 
worldwide Internet economy. 

Copyright © Intel Corporation 2000. This 
publication was downloaded from 
http://www.intel.com/. 
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ABSTRACT
The implementation of Public Internet Protocol (IP)
address space is a key factor in the size and growth of
Internet data centers.  IP addressing space decisions affect
how many servers can be hosted at a data center, and they
influence the kind of network connectivity technology
that will be used and even how web sites are
implemented.  This paper describes IP addressing issues
for Internet data centers.  First, we provide an overview of
Internet addressing and routing: we discuss IP networks,
autonomous systems, and high-level Internet network
routing.  Key Internet constraints are described,
particularly the finite amount of IP address space and
autonomous systems and the current addressing and
routing policies that result from those constraints.  We
then go over key IP address design decisions.  The
Internet data center builder needs to decide what address
space to use, the size of that address space, the
autonomous system number to use, and the address
allocation policy to use with customers.  These choices
are constrained by the difficulty of obtaining space, the
required speed of implementation, Internet Service
Provider (ISP) routing policies, ISP connectivity
decisions, and security requirements.  Next, we describe
how these design choices affect technology choice and
implementation with the data center, by using virtual web
site design and Network Address Translation (NAT) as
examples.  We then provide examples of how address
space constraints affect the design of Intel® Online
Services (IOS) data center address spaces and other
technology choices.  The last section discusses some
trends and future technologies that may alleviate IP
address constraints.

INTRODUCTION
Issues with Internet Protocol (IP) address space are
critical, yet often overlooked, factors in building and
maintaining Internet-accessible data centers and web
server farms, such as those hosted by companies like Intel
Online Services.  A shortage of address space can limit
the growth and expansion of data centers.  Moreover,
dealing with the scarcity of IP address space and with
situations where the data center and customers have to
communicate while sharing the same private address
space drives technology decisions and complicates the
debugging of server and network problems.  This paper
describes how IP address space concerns can impact the
design, implementation, and operation of Internet data
centers.  First, we present an overview of how IP
addressing and routing works on the Internet.  We then
discuss key address space design considerations.  The
next section describes the effects of addressing choices on
data center design and implementation, and it is followed
by a section in which we show examples of address space
design decisions at Intel Online Services.  We end with a
discussion of future technology development trends
regarding IP address space.

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET
ADDRESSING AND ROUTING
Internet protocol addressing and routing must first be
understood before any discussion of IP address space
design issues will be useful.  This section goes over the
original IP address scheme, its limitations, and the current
methods used to deal with the finite number of IP
addresses.  This information is crucial to an understanding
of the choices and constraints for IP addresses in a data
center.
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Table 1 shows the different classes of IP addresses.  Note
that two other classes of address space, class D and E,
were not included in the above table.  Class D addresses
start at 224.0.0.0 and are used for multicast.  Class E
addresses start at 240.0.0.0 and are used for experimental
purposes.

Original IP 4 Addressing Scheme
In order for two hosts to communicate over the Internet,
there needs to be a way to uniquely identify hosts.  In
1981, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) created
the Internet Protocol, IP version 4 (IPv4) [1], which
defines the current method of uniquely identifying hosts.
IPv4 addressing uses a 32-bit binary address.  The IETF
also incorporated support for decimal representation of
addresses to make the addresses human-readable.  In
decimal form, an IP address consists of 4 octets (sets of 8
bits), separated by dots.  Each octet can be a number
ranging from 0 to 255.  Examples of valid (decimal) IP
addresses are 10.245.171.1 and 172.16.50.224.

IP addresses are partitioned into a  network portion
followed by a host portion.  Hosts belong to a network,
and that network is defined by the network portion of the
IP address.  The original design called for classes of
address space that divided the IP space into large,
medium, and small networks that could be assigned to
organizations (businesses, universities, government
agencies, etc).  Included in the design was the notion of a
network mask that defines what part of an IP address is
the network portion (as opposed to the host portion of the
address).  In binary, the network portion of the address is
a series of ones that is then followed by a series of zeroes
representing the host portion of the address.  In decimal,
the network portion of the mask is equal to 255 for each
octet.

Autonomous Systems
Another requirement for Internet communication is that
each host needs to know how to reach all of the other
hosts.  To facilitate this, organizations advertise the path
to their network to other networks.  Devices called routers
learn about networks in this way and forward packets
appropriately.  Routers exchange network and routing
information through what is called a routing protocol.  A
routing table, which is a list of networks and the next hop
(often another router) to forward packets for those

networks, is stored in the router’s memory.  The router
will select the best path (next-hop router) to put into its
table when multiple paths exist to the same network.

In the early days of the Internet, all connected routers
shared their routing tables.  As use of the Internet started
to grow,  more routers and networks were added, and the
amount of overhead required to store the routing table and
manage changes to the routing table also increased.  In
addition, as more companies began manufacturing
different routers that ran their own implementation of the
routing software, compatibility issues between different
vendors arose.  For these and a number of other reasons, it
was decided to break the Internet into smaller routing
domains, called Autonomous Systems (AS).

An autonomous system (AS) [2] is a set of routers and
networks that are managed by one or more administrative
entities (e.g., company, university, Internet Service
Provider, etc.).  Each AS is assigned a unique number so
that communication between different autonomous
systems can occur.  Routers inside the AS run an Interior
Gateway Protocol (IGP) such as RIP [3] and OSPF [4].
To communicate externally, one or more border routers
are chosen.  Border routers use an Exterior Gateway
Protocol (EGP) to exchange routing information with
routers in different autonomous systems.  Today, the
Border Gateway Protocol Version 4 [5] (BGP4) is
generally used for this purpose.

Each AS has a number associated with it.  BGP4 uses 16
bits for AS numbers, so that AS numbers range from 0 to
64535.  The upper 1024 are reserved as private AS
numbers, usable only within an AS and not directly
reachable from the Internet.  This leaves AS numbers 1 to
64511 as valid, Internet-usable AS numbers.

Issues With IP Addressing
Since IPv4 was finalized, use of the Internet has grown
exponentially, causing major addressing issues.  In the
early days of the Internet, organizations were able to
obtain large blocks of IP space without proof that it was
needed or even going to be used, and as a result, IP
address space was being rapidly depleted.  Another side
effect of address space allocation policies was that the
routing tables for Internet routers were once again
becoming huge [6].  Remember, routers store a list of
networks and next hop information in memory.  When

Class Range of Network
Numbers

Default Network
Mask

Network vs. Host Portion Number of  Hosts

A 1.0.0.0 to 126.0.0.0 255.0.0.0 network.host.host.host 16,777,214

B 128.1.0.0 to 191.254.0.0 255.255.0.0 network.network.host.host 65,534

C 192.0.1.0 to
223.255.254.0

255.255.255.0 network.network.network.host 254

Table 1:  Original IP version 4 address class
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routing tables are large, they take up more memory and
more CPU processing time is required to search them.

Finally, the class of address space as defined in Table 1
did not always meet, and sometimes exceeded, the needs
of the organization receiving it.  For example, a small
business that expected to grow to no larger than 300 hosts
would require two Class C networks (508 addresses).
This wasted 208 addresses (two 256 host networks minus
four addresses that are network overhead and minus the
300 hosts)!

Address Allocation Authority
To slow the depletion of IP space, the Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) [7] was established to
oversee allocation of the remaining IPv4 addresses.
IANA further delegated this authority to the regional
registries:

• American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN)

• Asia-Pacific Network Information Center (APNIC)

• Réseau IP Européens (RIPE NCC)

Today, it is much harder to obtain IP address space as the
requesting body must provide a detailed plan that shows
that the requested space is justified and how it will be
used.

Subnetting Changes
Several new methods of addressing were also created so
that usage of IP space was more efficient.  The first of
these methods is called Variable-Length Subnet Masking
(VLSM) [8].  Subnetting had long been a way to better
utilize address space [9].  Subnets divide a single network
into smaller pieces.  This is done by taking bits from the
host portion of the address to use in the creation of a
“sub” network.  For example, take the class B network
147.208.0.0.  The default network mask is 255.255.0.0,
and the last two octets contain the host portion of the
address.  To use this address space more efficiently, we
could take all eight bits of the third octet for the subnet.

One drawback of subnetting is that once the subnet mask
has been chosen, the number of hosts on each subnet is
fixed.  This makes it hard for network administrators to
assign IP space based on the actual number of hosts
needed.  For example, assume that a company has been
assigned 147.208.0.0 and has decided to subnet this by
using eight bits from the host portion of the address.
Assume that the address allocation policy is to assign one
subnet per department in an organization.  This means
that 254 addresses are assigned to each department.  Now,
if one department only has 20 servers, then 234 addresses
are wasted.

Using variable-length subnet masks (VLSM) improves on
subnet masking.  VLSM is similar to traditional fixed-
length subnet masking in that it also allows a network to
be subdivided into smaller pieces.  The major difference

between the two is that VLSM allows different subnets to
have subnet masks of different lengths.  For the example
above, a department with 20 servers can be allocated a
subnet mask of 27 bits.  This allows the subnet to have up
to 30 usable hosts on it.

Class Private Address Space

A 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255
B 172.16.0.0  to 172.31.255.255
C 192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255

Table 2:  Private address space ranges

Private IP Space
In 1996, IANA set aside three blocks of the global IP
space to be used by organizations solely for the purpose
of internal communication [10].  This address space,
called private IP space, meant that a company could
assign private addresses to hosts inside the company that
did not require direct access to the Internet.  Any
organization could use private space without fear of
colliding with another organization’s address space.  This
allowed companies to conserve on the public IP space
they had already acquired by assigning it to only those
hosts that needed to communicate directly with the
Internet.  Table 2 shows which networks can be used for
private addressing.

Classless Internet Domain Routing
So far, the discussion on IP address allocation has used
the model shown in Table 1.  This model is often referred
to as a “classful” model because it relies on using the
definitions of class A, B, and C networks.  Classless
Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) [11, 12] eliminates classful
addressing in the same way that VLSM eliminated fixed-
length subnet masks.  CIDR uses a prefix to indicate the
number of bits used for the network portion of the
address, while the remaining bits are used for the host
address.  For example, 147.208.61.8/20 is a CIDR address
in which the first 20 bits contain the network portion of
the address, leaving 12 bits for the host portion.  The
network mask for a /20 prefix is 255.255.240.0 and is
equivalent to 16 traditional class C networks!

Another advantage of CIDR is it allows routes to be
aggregated.  This means many networks can be
summarized into a single route.  For example,
147.208.0.0/19, 147.208.32.0/19, 147.208.64.0/19, and
147.208.192.0/19 can be summarized as 147.208.0.0/17.
Once CIDR was implemented, the growth in the size of
Internet routing tables was significantly reduced.

ADDRESS SPACE DESIGN ISSUES
When implementing an Internet data center, there are a
number of key decisions that need to be made about IP
address space.  In this section, we discuss four key design
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points: what address space to use, the size of address
space to advertise for a data center, what autonomous
system number to use, and the IP address allocation
policy.  For each of these design issues, we talk about the
different choices available and the tradeoffs involved with
each choice.

What IP Address Space to Use
The first critical choice that data center implementers
have to make is what IP address spaces to use.  There are
several choices here:

1. Private IP address space

2. Currently owned and used space

3. Space from the data center’s ISPs

4. New space obtained directly from Internet registries

5. Customer space

These choices are not mutually exclusive within a data
center, and we will go over the tradeoffs involved with
each choice.

Private IP address space has the primary advantage of
being plentiful and immediately available.  It has the
primary disadvantage of not being immediately usable on
the Internet without some form of Network Address
Translation (to be discussed later) or some kind of
proxying technique.  This disadvantage is at times not a
problem.  For applications and services that do not require
direct access to the Internet, this is not a concern.  Also,
for hosts such as database or application servers that do
not directly talk to other systems on the Internet, this has
some security advantages, as these systems are not
vulnerable to direct attack from the Internet.  (Do not
think that they are invulnerable because of this, however).

If data center implementers already have their own IP
address space, another possibility is to use that space.
This can be advantageous, as an organization may have
plenty of address space to utilize immediately.  The prime
disadvantages can be with routing.  For example, some
ISPs do not accept network prefixes longer than a /16 for
parts of traditional class B networks.  So if you wanted to
use part of a /19 part of a traditional class B for a data
center, that data center would not be accessible from all
ISPs.

Another option is to use space from an ISP.  ISPs have
address space that they will provide to customers.  While
this option has the advantage that there is address space to
use immediately, this option has a number of powerful
disadvantages.  The first disadvantage is that using an
ISP’s address space will typically limit you to using one
ISP.  That address space is bound to that ISP, and you
typically will not be able to have traffic routed through
another ISP.  Another disadvantage is that should you
choose to discontinue your service with that ISP, you
would have to give back all of the space you received,

forcing you to renumber all of the hosts directly
accessible from the Internet.

Another option is to obtain new address space directly
from the Internet registries that distribute space.  This
option has a number of advantages.  A data center using
space obtained from the Internet registries can change
ISPs without having to worry about renumbering hosts.
The registries usually allocate addresses in /19 blocks,
making that address space immediately routable.  The
disadvantage of getting space from registries is that the
process takes time, on the order of weeks, and longer if
you need to first join the registry.  The process also
involves rigorous justification of address allocation and
why currently owned addresses will not suffice.  In
addition, once space is allocated, it cannot be used all at
once.  To use more of an address allocation, another
justification process is required, often requiring
verification that previously assigned addresses have been
used.

A final choice is using the data center’s customers’
address space.  When possible, this is good, but it is often
not possible, as Internet data center customers usually
expect that you will use your own address space.  Even if
a customer is willing to do this, it may take some time to
make changes to the data center’s ISP’s address filtering
to make it possible to use that space.  Also, customer
address space is also vulnerable to the same problems as
address space you already own.  The customer may use a
piece of existing address space, such as part of a class B,
that some ISPs may refuse to accept as a route.

Size of Address Space to Advertise from the
Data Center
A decision closely related to what address space to use is
what size of address space to use and how to advertise it
on the Internet.  Clearly, you can only advertise the space
that you have:  that puts an upper limit on the address
space advertised for the data center, and thus a lower limit
on the prefix length of the network advertised.  Many
ISPs will not accept route advertisements for networks
with prefix lengths longer than /19, which puts an
effective upper limit on the prefix length of what you
advertise and a lower limit on the size of the address
space.

There are a number of factors that affect the size of the
address space advertised.  First, it depends on how many
hosts within the data center need public addresses.  You
want to advertise enough address space to cover the hosts
that need public addresses, both immediately and in the
near future.  To make routing more manageable and to
help reduce the growth in the size of the Internet routing
table, it is better to advertise fewer routes.  Instead of
advertising each network in a data center, if you advertise
a single aggregation of those routes, there are fewer routes
to manage.  As mentioned above, some ISPs will not
accept parts of a traditional class B network.  One way to
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deal with such ISPs is to connect data centers to ISPs who
will accept parts of a class B.  Each data center can
advertise a prefix that is short enough to be accepted,
while at least one data center can advertise the whole /16
class B network.  This way, those ISPs who only accept a
whole class B will see a route for the whole class B and
send it to the data center’s ISP.  Once it is in the data
center’s ISP, the ISP will route traffic to the most
appropriate data center because each data center is also
advertising a route for its section of the class B.

Another factor in deciding what size address space to
advertise is the backbone infrastructure connecting data
centers.  If data centers are connected by a backbone
network that has enough capacity to route significant
amounts of public Internet traffic coming into one data
center that is bound for another (the worst case being that
the backbone will handle all of a data center’s traffic),
then it is feasible to advertise a single route that
aggregates all of the data center’s networks into one.  If
the backbone connecting the networks doesn’t have the
capacity, advertising a single aggregated route can result
in performance bottlenecks when end users accessing one
data center access that data center through another.

Autonomous Systems Number
The issues and choices regarding Autonomous Systems
(AS) numbers are very similar to those regarding IP
address space.  A data center’s address space can be
advertised from the following:

•  Private AS

• Currently owned and used AS

• The data center’s ISP’s AS

• A new AS obtained directly from Internet registries

• Customer AS

Advertising a route from a private AS number is fast and
immediately available, but those private AS numbers are
only usable within an organization’s public AS.  Like
private IP addresses, private AS numbers are not usable
over the Internet.  Advertising from an existing AS
number that is already owned by a data center’s
administrators is also easy and quick.  One consideration
to keep in mind when using an existing AS is the routing
policy implemented by ISPs and other organizations.
Routing policies are often implemented by AS numbers,
and each of the data center networks advertised from that
AS will be affected by such a policy.  This can become a
great disadvantage when data centers are spread across
geographies.  Internet conditions can vary greatly: the
routing policy made on one continent may be (and usually
is) totally inappropriate on another.

If a data center’s routes are advertised from an ISP’s main
AS number, the data center is locked into using only that
ISP and cannot have connections into other ISPs
(although it should be mentioned that some ISPs provide

a special AS for multihomed customers).  Getting a
completely new AS number from an Internet registry has
the advantage that a data center can change ISPs with
much less work, usually just changing entries in routing
registries.  Multihoming to multiple ISPs is now possible,
and end-user access to the data center can be improved by
routing traffic based on using the full Internet routing
table.  The down side to getting a new AS is that it takes
time: you usually have to join an Internet registry and
apply for an AS number.  Also, AS numbers are limited in
quantity, as mentioned above, with only 64511 AS
numbers available for use directly on the Internet.

Finally, a data center can advertise address space/route
from a customer’s AS number.  This has the advantage of
allowing that address space to be served by multiple ISPs.
It has a number of constraints and disadvantages.  Only
the address space/routes that the customer owns can be
advertised as using that AS.  As with using a previously
owned AS, this option has the disadvantage of being
affected by any other policy that organizations and ISPs
may implement based on the customer’s AS numbers.
The data center effectively becomes an ISP, and the data
center’s ISPs often must change AS and network filtering
policies to allow that route to be advertised.  In addition,
routing registry information concerning that network will
also have to be changed.

IP Address Allocation Policy
Given that IP addresses are limited in quantity and their
use has serious constraints, the allocation policy for IP
addresses to data center customers is a serious concern.
There are a number of constraints and tradeoffs.  The first
choice that needs to be made is whether to allocate a
separate address space to each customer.  From a
customer, security, administrative standpoint, it is better
to give each customer separate address spaces.  Firewall
policies are easier to implement on a subnet basis, and
any special traffic policies, such as giving certain
customers a different path or giving them priority over
others, are much easier to implement if customers are on
different subnets.  Customers may be competitors, and the
thought of a competitor on the same subnet may be
unpalatable to a data center customer.  The cost of
separate subnets per customer is loss of usable address
space.  Each subnet has a subnet number, and typically
that is not used as a host name to avoid confusion.  Also,
each subnet has a broadcast address that cannot be used
for hosts.  As a result, there are two addresses consumed
as overhead for each subnet.  The more subnets, the more
addresses that are lost from subnetting overhead.  Figure 1
shows the fraction of a subnet that is lost to varying
degrees of subnet overhead if that space is divided into
subnets with prefixes of the specified length.  Half of all
addresses in a /30 are consumed by subnet overhead even
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with the lowest possible subnet overhead.
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Figure 1:  Fraction of overhead per subnet, depending
on subnet length and overhead per subnet

The amount of overhead consumed per customer subnet
affects usable address space availability.  There are router
redundancy techniques such as Hot Standby Router
Protocol (HSRP) [13] that allow more than one router to
handle traffic for a virtual interface.  The overhead cost of
HSRP is one virtual address and one address per router.
Thus for a /29 segment with two routers using HSRP on
the subnet interface, 62.5% of the available address space
is consumed with overhead, leaving only three usable IP
addresses.  Figure 1 also shows how usable address space
disappears with the increase in per subnet overhead.

From a customer and administration standpoint, it is also
advantageous to have as much address space as possible.
This makes it easy for a data center customer to expand
operations by adding servers.  Moving servers to a
completely different, larger subnet in order to expand
forces a customer to reconfigure all the hosts, typically
involving significant downtime.  As mentioned above,
firewall and other access policies are often configured by
subnet, and having as large a subnet as possible dedicated
to a customer allows additions and changes to be made to
servers without having to change those firewall and
access policies.

Of course, since the supply of IP addresses is limited,
customers cannot have all the space that might be
convenient for them.  Data center administrators must
consider what happens when address space becomes
nearly exhausted.  In that case, they need to consider
meeting Internet registry requirements to obtain new
space.  Typical registry requirements for new public IP
space are as follows:

• 25% of the new space must be utilized immediately.

• 50% of the space must be used within one year.

•  To get more space, the address space must be 80%
utilized.

If these rules are not followed, the data center will be hard
pressed to get more space if necessary.  Again, the cost of
giving smaller allocations of address space is that there

will be more subnets and more addresses consumed with
subnetting overhead.

The final consideration that a data center needs to
evaluate is economic.  An IP address has economic value,
and if a customer is willing to pay for space that is
unused, the value needs to be weighed against another
customer using that space and also generating income.

EFFECTS OF ADDRESS SPACE CHOICES
ON DATA CENTER IMPLEMENTATION
The scarcity of IP addresses drives many implementation
and technology choices.  In this section, we discuss some
of these choices, particularly Network Address
Translation, the complications of implementing Network
Address Translation, and web server implementations.

Network Address Translation
A very useful service that an Internet data center can offer
is connectivity between a customer’s internal network and
their servers hosted at the data center.  One problem that
such a service can encounter is conflict between private
address spaces.  The resolution of private IP address
conflicts can affect address space design choices made at
the customer end as well as those made for data center
internal networks.  Another major design factor is the
preference to hide customers’ internal networks from
being seen in the data center network.

A popular technology used for resolving IP address
conflicts is Network Address Translation (NAT) [14].
NAT helps translate IP addresses to a non-conflicting IP
space and can be used to resolve IP conflicts that occur
between a customer network and data center internal
networks, as well as those that occur between two
different customers’ networks.  There are two different
modes of NAT:

• many-to-one or many-to-few NAT

• static one-to-one NAT

Many-to-one or many-to-few NAT entails hiding a set of
networks or IP addresses behind a single IP address or a
small pool of IP addresses respectively.  A key
characteristic of this form of NAT is that in addition to
the IP being translated to a non-conflicting IP space, the
port numbers are also translated to dynamically assigned
port numbers to enable differentiation among the set of
networks or IP addresses being hidden.
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Figure 2: Many-to-one NAT packet flow

Figure 2 shows a sample flow of how a packet changes as
it traverses the many-to-one NAT boundary between
networks A and B.  Any traffic traversing from network A
(designated by 192.168.43.0/24) to network B has its
source IP address translated to a single IP address
(209.23.151.16).  To differentiate the multiple hosts on
network A trying to communicate with hosts on network
B, the source port 4321 is also translated to a dynamically
assigned port 1234 as the NAT boundary is crossed.  The
device performing NAT maintains a dynamic table of
these IP addresses and port translations to ensure
appropriate communication between network A and
network B.

A consequence of using many-to-one or many-to-few
NAT is that network communication cannot be initiated
bidirectionally.  Consider the example in Figure 2.
Network communication can be initiated from hosts on
network A to those on network B.  Hosts on network B
cannot initiate connections to hosts on network A because
network A is hidden behind a single IP address
209.23.151.16, and hosts on network B cannot uniquely
address a host on network A for communication.  This
could potentially be considered a security feature as well.

Static one-to-one NAT entails translating an IP address
uniquely to another IP address.  In addition, static NAT
does not involve any port translation.  Further, there is no
restriction regarding which direction network
communication can be initiated in because the device
performing NAT can uniquely translate back to a specific
host on the network with the conflicting IP space.

Based on network communication requirements, many-to-
one or static NAT or both can be used.  Later on, we
discuss how Intel Online Services uses NAT for IP
conflict resolution under various remote access scenarios.
Extensive use of NAT also drives the need for choosing a
device that allows enabling of flexible NAT
configurations to fit the diverse requirements of multiple
data center customers.

NAT may need to be used more than once as the network
traffic traverses between the customer networks and the
data center networks and back.  An example of such a
situation is when one customer’s internal IP space
conflicts with another customer’s internal IP space.  In
such a situation, NAT would need to be performed at one
of the customer ends to resolve IP conflicts with the other
customer’s IP space.  NAT would need to be used a
second time at the data center end to hide the customer
network from data center internal networks.

To further complicate matters, there could be situations
where a customer needs to run applications such as
DCOM [16] that do not work across NAT.  In such
situations, alternate solutions like readdressing customer
end systems to a public IP space and allowing that IP
space to be visible within the data center may need to be
explored.

Debugging Complications from NAT
While NAT can be a very useful tool for resolving IP
address conflicts and enabling end-to-end connectivity to
customer-end networks, the use of NAT can lead to
complex troubleshooting scenarios [17].  In situations
where NAT is performed more than once as a packet
transits from its source to its destination, the IP address
of an end system will change as many times as a NAT
boundary is traversed.  Debugging access issues in such
cases requires intimate knowledge of the end-to-end
network path and also a clear comprehension of which IP
address is associated with an end system on a given
section of that network path.

A packet sniffer is critical when troubleshooting potential
connectivity issues across a device performing NAT.
Visibility inside the packets captured on both sides of the
NAT boundary helps establish whether the IP address
translation is occurring as desired.  Looking at the
payload in a packet can also help identify if an
application will work across a NAT boundary.  Usually,
applications that contain IP addresses or application port
information in the packet payload will not work across
NAT as the NAT process modifies the IP address only in
the IP header and does not modify anything in the packet
payload.  Without visibility into a packet, this kind of
troubleshooting could be long and tedious.

Use of NAT can also lead to configuration complications
on the end systems since the translated address is valid on
one side of a NAT boundary and the actual IP address
may be valid on the other side of that NAT boundary. For
example, when printing to a printer whose IP address has
been statically translated (one-to-one), let’s say from the
actual printer IP of 172.16.20.5 to an IP address of
10.81.249.23, the print job will need to be initially sent to
the translated IP address i.e., 10.81.249.23.  Consider
another case where the printer IP address is translated
from its actual IP address of 172.16.23.15 to
192.168.23.26 at the customer end and is further
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translated to 10.81.249.35 at the data center.  In this case,
the system at the data center will need to send a print job
to 10.81.249.35 in order to print to the actual printer at
172.16.23.15.

Furthermore, in the case of many-to-one or many-to-few
NAT, the network traffic can only be initiated in one
direction as discussed earlier.  This should be kept in
mind when troubleshooting connectivity issues across
such address translation boundaries.

Virtual Web Server Implementation
Data center customers occasionally implement what are
called virtual servers.  This means that multiple web sites
are implemented on the same set of servers.  One way to
implement this is to use a different IP address for each
web site, with each web server having multiple IP
addresses.  Each IP address corresponds to a different web
site.  For example, let us say a customer has three web
servers (1, 2, and 3) and two different virtual servers,
www.site1.com and www.site2.com.  Each web server
would have two virtual IP addresses, one for
www.site1.com and another for www.site2.com.
www.site1.com would map to an IP address which is load
balanced between the three site 1 IP addresses.
www.site2.com would map to a different IP address
which is load-balanced between the three site 2 IP
addresses.  This configuration consumes eight public IP
addresses.

Extending this logic for m web sites and n web servers, m
* (n+1) public IP addresses are consumed.  This is a very
wasteful way to use IP addresses.  A better
implementation uses virtual sites for customers with only
one IP address per server.  The web server produces
content depending on the HTTP host request header [17].
As a result, for m  web sites on n servers, only n+1 IP
addresses are consumed (including one virtual address per
site).  The shortage of IP address space dictates using this
technique.  Some registries will not accept virtual sites as
an excuse for requesting additional IP addresses.

ADDRESSING DESIGN DECISIONS AT
INTEL® ONLINE SERVICES
In this section, we discuss some of the implementation
choices made at Intel Online Services that were driven by
IP address space concerns.  We first talk about the choice
of IP address space.  We then discuss remote access
implementations, and conclude with a description of
virtual web site implementations.

Addressing Choices
As we mentioned above, some types of address space are
more appropriate than others in different situations.  At
Intel Online Services (IOS) , we use a hybrid addressing
approach for the data center network that uses the most
appropriate type of address space depending on the

purpose of the host.  We use private IP addressing for the
data center internal networks and for customer servers
that do not need to talk to the Internet.  Since our internal
networks do not need to talk to the Internet, there is no
need to use precious public space.  Also, back-end servers
that do not need to talk to the Internet gain a measure of
security because they are impossible to access directly
from the Internet.  (They are not immune to attack,
however.)

Links to transit ISPs and other ISPs that IOS is peers with
uses the address space of those ISPs on the router
interfaces of the links.  Since the IP address will need to
change if the ISPs change and will go away if the ISP is
no longer used, use of their space in this situation is not a
problem and helps conserve IOS public address space.

For data center hosts and routers that need to
communicate directly with the Internet, we have used a
variety of address spaces.  In North America, we use a
class B (/16) that was made available to us.  Using
available public space allows us to have address space
independent of our ISP selection, and it makes
multihoming to multiple ISPs much easier.  For our data
centers in Asia and Europe, we have obtained space from
the regional address registries that we own.  Using the
available class B was not feasible because some ISPs will
not accept router advertisements of pieces of traditional
class B address space.  If we choose to use this space, we
would have had to use the same ISPs in Asia, Europe, and
in North America in order to have any kind of data center-
specific routing policy.  The process of obtaining new
space took significant effort, but it is well worth it to have
address space independent of ISP choice and the ability to
multihome.

Size of Address Space Advertised
While IOS data centers are designed to handle thousands
of hosts, not all of the hosts need to communicate directly
with the Internet.  Each data center advertises /19
networks, providing address space for up to 8192 hosts.
/19 is the longest prefix that some ISPs will accept.  For
the data centers in North America using parts of a
traditional class B, we also need to advertise the entire /16
network out of two data centers in order to deal with ISPs
that do not accept parts of traditional class B networks.
These ISPs will route traffic to IOS’s ISPs, which will
then route it to the individual data centers.

Autonomous System Number Choices
These choices are similar to our choices of address space.
For North American data centers, IOS uses an
autonomous system number that it had available.
Separate autonomous numbers for each data center were
considered wasteful, and in the North American
environment, not particularly necessary.  For IOS Asian
and European data centers, we have obtained AS numbers
for APNIC and RIPE, respectively.  This allows the data
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centers independence in ISP selection, and it avoids any
possible routing policy conflicts with other data centers
on different continents.

Address Allocation Policy
For security and ease of management, IOS has chosen to
place each of its customers on separate segments.  In
doing so, IOS enforces requirements for address
utilization that mirror those of the address registries
mentioned above.  This positions IOS to be able to meet
the utilization requirements of the registries when IOS
requires more space.

To meet those requirements, IOS uses variable length
subnet masks extensively.  VLSM allows IOS to assign
the appropriate sized subnet to a customer while
maintaining utilization requirements.  One consequence
of this is that for IOS infrastructure hosts that need
routing information sent to them, a routing protocol that
understands VLSM needs to be used.  This eliminates RIP
version 1 protocol [3] and basically limits the routing
protocol used by hosts to OSPF [4] and RIP version 2
[15].

Remote Access Implementation
IOS data centers offer a variety of remote access options
such as Virtual Private Network (VPN), ISDN, and
dedicated leased lines (T-1, T-3 etc.) to customers as a
way of providing access directly from their networks into
their servers hosted at IOS.  Some of these options, such
as LAN-to-LAN VPNs and leased lines, create network
channels into the data center across which customer-end
network addressing, that may very likely be in the private
IP ranges, becomes visible.  In this section, we focus only
on these remote access options.

Allowing customer-end IP addressing, whether it is in
public or private IP space, inside the data center network
makes routing extremely difficult.  The data center
routing policy needs to account for routing network traffic
appropriately to multiple customers’ home networks.
Furthermore, across multiple customers, the networks at
their ends can be spread all across the public and private
IP address ranges, leaving little scope for summarizing
networks and as a consequence leading to larger routing
tables.  In addition, private IP conflicts across customers
as well as the data center networks need to be resolved.
Considering all the above challenges, we made a decision
to hide customer-end internal networks from data center
internal networks.

In this light, let us discuss the salient features of IOS’s
remote access infrastructure, which is logically
represented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Intel Online Services remote access
infrastructure for data center customers

The remote access layer constitutes the devices that
provide the various remote access technologies supported
at each data center.  The firewall layer has devices that
enforce security policies, among other things, on remote
access traffic.  The firewall layer also employs many-to-
one as well as static NAT extensively to ensure that
customer-end networks are not visible beyond the
network aggregation segment.  An exception to this rule is
when a customer wants to run applications such as the
Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) [16] that
does not work across NAT boundaries.

The actual design of the end-to-end network
communication, across the above infrastructure, for
various customers is dependent on the following factors:

•  private IP addressing conflicts with other
customers’ networks

• where the network communication is initiated

• whether the applications that need to be run can
work across NAT boundaries

Following is a discussion of the various remote access
scenarios that can be encountered and how IOS supports
end-to-end communication in those situations.

Scenario 1: Customer-end network does not conflict with
any other customer’s home networks or with data center
internal networks.  All network communication needs to
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be initiated from the customer end and inbound into the
data center.  All required applications work well with
NAT.

This is a simple case and can be resolved by translating
all of the customer network to one IP address (many-to-
one NAT) from the data center’s IP addressing range.
Each customer network that fits this scenario is translated
to a different  IP address.  As discussed earlier in the
NAT section, many-to-one NAT does not allow for
communication to be initiated in both directions.  In this
design, servers in the data center cannot initiate
communication back to customer-end systems.

Scenario 2: This is the same as Scenario 1 but it requires
that communication needs to be initiated from the data
center to a few customer-end systems.

In such situations, we still create a NAT rule to translate
all of the customer’s networks to one single IP address.
In addition, we create static one-to-one NAT
relationships between  specific data center’s IP addresses
and specific IP addresses of systems at the customer end.
Hence, bi-directional initiation of communication is
allowed only for specific customer-end systems.

Scenario 3:  Customer-end internal networks conflict
with another customer’s home network but do not
conflict with data center IP address space.
Communication is always initiated from customer end to
the data center and all required applications work well in
spite of NAT.

To resolve the private IP address conflicts here, we ask
customers to perform NAT at their end to hide their
internal network from IOS behind either non-conflicting
private IP address space or public address space.
Furthermore, we translate that IP address space, at the
firewall layer in the data center remote access
infrastructure, to a single IP address from the data
center’s IP address space.

Scenario 4: This is the same as Scenario 3 except that
communication needs to be initiated from the data center
to some systems at customer end.

For allowing needed end-to-end communication here, we
create static one-to-one NAT relationships for the
specific systems at the customer end in addition to the
solution implemented for Scenario 3.  If customers are
using many-to-one NAT on their end as well, they will
need to set up corresponding one-to-one NAT
relationships on their end in order to allow connections to
be initiated from the data center to systems at their end.

Scenario 5: Customer-end networks have private IP
conflicts with data center’s private IP space.

With the exception of catering to applications that do not
work across NAT, we have decided to allocate the data
center’s public IP space to the internal networks that such
customers would need to reach at the data center.
Customers in turn will need to perform NAT at their end

to translate their networks to a non-conflicting IP space.
This non-conflicting IP space is still hidden from the data
center for reasons discussed earlier.

Scenario 6:  Customer needs to run applications that do
not work across a NAT boundary across one of the
remote access channels.

In such cases, we must ensure that the data center’s
networks as well as the customer-end systems that need
such communication use public IP addressing.  In
addition, we have to accommodate the routing for
customer’s public IP address range in the data center
routing policy as it is not possible to hide customer-end
networks behind NAT here.

Other Options:  End-to-end connectivity design, across
the remote access channels discussed in this section, can
get quite complex and potentially difficult to
troubleshoot.  IOS also provides remote access options,
such as client-to-LAN VPN and ISDN that provide direct
connectivity from an individual desktop system to the
data center network and are devoid of design
complexities of the remote access options discussed so
far.  These remote access options hide the customer end
IP addressing from the data center network, eliminating
the possibility of address conflicts and the need for
technologies such as NAT.  Instead, these technologies
assign an additional IP address from a designated pool of
addresses in the data center’s IP address space to the
customer-end system while the system is connected.
This IP address is used for all communication with
systems within the data center.  Applications that carry IP
address or application port information in the packet
payload work without any issue across these remote
access channels, since the IP address and port
information never changes anywhere between the
customer desktop system and the systems in the data
center.

This option works well for customers who travel a lot and
access their systems from a number of locations or for
customers who do not need continuous access to their
systems.  It does not work well for customers whose
connectivity to their systems in the data center must be
up all of the time.

Virtual Web Server Implementations
IOS uses the HTTP 1.1 host header technique [18]
mentioned above for virtual web site public addresses.
This means for m  virtual web sites and n web servers,
only n + 1  public addresses are used.  With this
implementation, the number of IP addresses required is
not sensitive to the number of virtual web sites.  Some
IOS customers have web usage analysis packages that
require that different virtual web sites have different IP
addresses.  IOS minimizes the impact on address space
from such customers by mapping IP virtual addresses to
web servers on ports other than the HTTP standard port
80.  A different web server virtual IP address might map
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to port 81 on the web servers, while a different virtual
site’s virtual IP address might map to port 82 on those
same servers.  In this way, for m virtual web sites and n
web servers, m + n public addresses are used.  This is not
as good as the host header implementation, but is much
better than the IP address per web server implementation.

TRENDS IN IP ADDRESSING
IP address space is finite, and as the number of available
addresses gets smaller, new addresses and AS numbers
will be harder to obtain.  As of February 2000, about half
of the available IP addresses will be utilized [19].  We
anticipate that depletion of addresses will accelerate as the
Internet becomes more pervasive worldwide and as more
and more devices (cellular phones, game consoles) are
becoming able to communicate directly on the Internet.

One technical solution we are evaluating to reduce the
number of addresses being used is to use NAT on public
web servers.  With NAT, a public virtual IP address could
be mapped to multiple private addresses, reducing the
need for a public IP address per web server.  This solution
has the potential drawback of complicating monitoring of
web servers and debugging of problems since the
individual web servers can no longer be individually
contacted by the Internet.  Also, various security schemes
can be broken by using NAT [20].

A longer term solution to the depletion problem is for the
Internet to move to IP version 6 [21].  The address space
for IPv6 is much much larger, and many of the actions
necessitated by IPv4 address scarcity will not be
necessary.  The address registries have already begun
allocating IPv6 address space.  Unfortunately, IPv6 is not
backward compatible.  At the moment, there is not
enough economic incentive to undertake large scale
conversion to IPv6.  We anticipate that this may change
as the amount of IPv4 address space is depleted.

CONCLUSION
IP address space is clearly one of the most critical
resources that an Internet data center needs to manage.
The fact that IP address space is a limited resource drives
many technology and operational decisions.  Even private
address space, once thought to provide relief from
addressing problems, can be the source of problems as
two organizations find themselves trying to address
private space address collisions.  IPv6 holds some
promise for relieving many of these problems, but the
Internet has quite a ways to go before there is widespread
adoption of IPv6.
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ABSTRACT

Intel® Online Services (IOS) Quality and Reliability
Engineering (QRE) applied the Virtual Factory and
Copy Exactly (CE!) [1] Start-Up methodologies from
Intel’s Technology Manufacturing Group (TMG) to the
challenge of starting up an IOS Data Center (DC).  Our
approach was to take existing methods for solving
specific problems and modify them for service industry
needs.  The results are the Data Center Start-Up
“Cookbook” and the Operations Readiness Certification
(ORC) process.  IOS uses Operations Readiness
Certification to certify the reliability of systems and
service offerings in each data center.

INTRODUCTION
Intel® Online Services  is chartered to deliver managed
services to host customers’ unique e-Commerce
applications.  Our challenge is to leverage Intel's
expertise in producing millions of units reliably and to
apply it to rapidly developing and deploying new
technologies, with a high level of customization.

The e-Commerce community is unforgiving of mistakes,
and IOS cannot afford “black eyes” from poor
execution. New data centers must be ready for
customers within 54 days of construction being
completed.  The IOS business plan requires
simultaneous data center start-ups with many new Intel
personnel.  On opening day, a data center must
immediately provide reliable service consistent with
other IOS data centers.

After opening the first data center (named IDS01) in
Santa Clara in September, 1999, the QRE team
organized a rigorous Lessons Learned process in which
we identified hundreds of issues and suggested
improvements.  We developed specific action plans to
resolve the major issues before opening the second data
center (IDS02), which was scheduled for six months
later.

As a result of the Lessons Learned and action plans,
QRE developed an IOS Operations Start-Up
Methodology consisting of 1) the DC Start-Up process (

the Cookbook) and 2) the DC Operations Readiness
Certification (ORC) process.

DATA CENTER START-UP COOKBOOK
The DC Start-Up Cookbook is a set of recipes for
ramping up new data centers.  The cookbook contains
mechanisms for planning and scheduling, managing the
project, and capturing lessons learned for subsequent
start-ups.

Planning and Scheduling
The cookbook contains standardized phases and critical-
path milestones from the following groups:

• Corporate Services (CS) Construction (limited to
IOS-dependent milestones)

• Information Technology (IT) (limited to IOS-
dependent milestones)

• Asset Management (AM)

• Intel Online Services Engineering (IOSE) Fit-up

• Staffing

• Human Resources / Employee Integration

• Organizational Resource Development
(ORD)—Functional Training

• Customer Service Integration (CSI)

• Data Center Operations (DC Ops)

• Facilities Sustaining

• Customer Service Representatives (CSR)

The cookbook defines the key supporting tasks and their
duration, sequence, and dependencies.  It includes a
detailed technical (IOSE Fit-up) sub-schedule that can
be integrated into the master schedule.

Each phase/milestone has a standard duration relative to
the “Go-Live” date. Representatives of all groups
involved hold a full-day planning session to develop a
detailed plan from the generic cookbook milestones.
Each group defines its critical-path milestones to ensure
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that all groups understand and agree, particularly groups
with direct interdependencies.

Managing the Project
Throughout the start-up phases, representatives of each
involved group hold a weekly meeting to manage the
IOS start-up milestones and group interfaces.  Each
week all group owners present a Weekly Risk
Assessment template for their critical path milestones
and assign a risk assessment (high, medium, or low) to
meeting their milestones.  They also present
highlights/lowlights and plans, and they request help if
needed.  A Weekly Readiness Assessment Report is
generated with Program Highlights, Lowlights, and
assessed risk to the critical path.

Lessons Learned
The IOS Operations start-up methodology ends with a
rigorous Lessons Learned process from the previous
data center start-up.  This is organized into two sessions:

•  Session 1 (DC Operations) focuses on staffing,
training, human resource allocation and utilization,
management/planning, IOS Ops certification
processes (SRCL Planning & Management,
Customer Integration Process Audit, Walk-the-Pod,
On-the-Job Readiness), and business processes
(customer landing, build team, and change
management).

• Session 2 (IOSE Fit-up) focuses on fit-up technical
issues, planning and coordination of fit-up
interdependencies to CS construction and IT, and
SRCL technical content.

In these sessions, the stakeholders define Action Plans
and assign Actions Required (AR) to specific owners or
forums.  Those that affect the data center start-up plans
and schedules are included in the next version of the
IOS Operations Start-Up Cookbook.

The purpose of the cookbook is to ensure reliable
deployment of a service as measured by successful
completion of the Operations Readiness Certification.

OPERATIONS READINESS
CERTIFICATION (ORC)
The Operations Readiness Certification process
validates that the data center is able to support customer
sites with standard production processes and personnel.
It consists of the following phases:

•  The System Readiness Checklist (SRCL) verifies
that the infrastructure is built correctly and that all
systems and subsystems are operational.

•  The Customer Integration Process Audit (CIPA)
ensures that all business processes required to land a
customer in the data center are in place.

•  A series of Walk-the-Pod (WTP) exercises or
scripts validate that the data center has the
capability to support Service-Level Agreements
(SLAs).  The ORC team develops a risk assessment
matrix to identify high-risk areas requiring
immediate action plans.

•  During On-the-Job Readiness (OJR), auditors
observe all data center personnel performing their
roles and responsibilities to validate that they have
the required skills.

When all of these phases are completed successfully, the
DC is certified as ready to "go live."

Systems Readiness Checklist (SRCL)
The first phase of IOS Operations Readiness
Certification is the Systems Readiness Checklist (SRCL)
process, based on the Intel Technology Manufacturing
Group’s Machine Readiness Checklist (MRCL) process.
SRCLs are an integral part of starting up new data
centers as well as supporting new service offerings.

SRCL deliverables are grouped into three levels:

1 .  The build checklist allows the system builder to
capture completion of the build elements.

2 .  The functionality checklist validates all required
system functions.

3 .  The documentation checklist verifies that all
documentation required for transition to data center
operations is in place.

The Build Checklist (SRCL Level 1) coincides with the
IOSE Fit-up. The Functionality Checklist (Level 2)
occurs the week after the Build Checklist. The
Documentation Checklist (Level 3) begins the week
after the Functionality Checklist and continues through
"Go-Live."

A SRCL has several benefits:

•  It provides the foundation for a standardized data
center start-up process.

•  It stipulates the requirements and deliverables for
the system and ensures that those deliverables are
met.

• It provides a standard qualitative assessment of the
technical readiness of each system or subsystem.

•  It creates a measurable endpoint for the system
installers responsible for deployment

•  It specifies what routine maintenance activities are
required for DC Operations to assume ownership of
and sustain the system.

• It is a means for DC Ops analysts and engineers to
learn system details and reinforce technical training.
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• It serves as a vehicle to commission the system to
production in the data center.  (The SRCL requires
written sign-off by the system installer, DC Ops
system owner, and ultimately the DC Ops
manager.)

•  It provides a framework for continuous
improvement for future deployments.

There are a number of specific SRCL management
processes in place to manage completion of SRCLs by
service offering.  There is also a specific management
and team structure defined to complete SRCL execution.

The SRCL Functional Owner Matrix assigns groups of
SRCLs to a DC Ops functional owner.  This functional
owner is responsible for the completeness and accuracy
of technical SRCL content and also drives the
completion of SRCLs within their functional area.

Customer Integration Process Audit (CIPA)
The CIPA process exercises the Customer Landing
Process, as defined by Customer Service Integration
(CSI). CSI determines which specific CIPA forms,
processes, procedures, and roles need to be evaluated for
each service offering then ensures that all business
processes required to land a customer in the data center
are in place.

The overall purpose of the CIPA is to certify the data
center's ability to build a simulated customer pod (which
typically consists of web application and database
servers) then land the customer's e-commerce
application around the clock, using only the skills and
resources within the data center.  The completed pod
serves as the platform for the Walk-the-Pod simulations.

In a typical scenario, the implementation team

• blocks out a 72-hour period to conduct the CIPA,

• gathers all known procedural documentation,

•  builds a faux pod (for a simulated customer) from
Customer Enrollment through CSR Start-Up,

•  presents Customer Build Request (CBR) to the
Implementation Planning Council (IPC), Planning
Meeting, and Change Assessment Team (CAT), and

•  creates a library of all documents that need to be
validated after the audit.

Throughout the CIPA, independent auditors observe
every step.

The CIPA allows the implementation team to

•  test all documented procedures, to remove
unnecessary steps, and identify missing steps;

•  identify procedures that are passed on through
“tribal knowledge” or are not defined;

•  identify processes that must be performed in serial
or may be performed in parallel;

• test document control; and

• test revision control.

The CIPA also allows the implementation team to

•  follow a Remedy ticket throughout the process,
conducting warm handoffs between roles;

•  uncover major issues in the landing/build/support
processes;

• identify important training issues;

• test the project tracking tools;

• review the network design;

•  ensure that all required asset, server, and network
data are captured;

•  develop Best Known Methods (BKM) with
Customer Service Integration (CSI) and Information
Security (InfoSec); and

• train other network engineers on the processes.

Once the implementation team has completed the
Customer Integration Process Audit, the pod is ready for
the Walk-the-Pod exercises.

Walk-the-Pod
Walk-the-Pod (WTP) is a concept adopted from Intel
manufacturing that is used for validation of a new
process or process change.   The goal of WTP is to assess
the operational readiness of a new/upgraded service or
tool and validate that it is fully integrated into a
production data center.  Testing personnel or training
readiness is not within the scope of WTP.

The purpose of WTP is to

•  ensure that supporting technical and business
documentation (such as production designs and run
books) can be located and executed successfully;

• exercise procedures between support levels;

•  exercise all monitoring, fault detection,
troubleshooting, escalation, and problem resolution
procedures; and

•  ensure that the technology and processes support
both customer and internal service-level
agreements.

Planning Phase
During the planning phase, assigned team members
create a set of simulation exercises, or scripts, covering a
representative range of the promised capability.  Each
script describes a specific service scenario.  WTP scripts
are organized by the primary capability they evaluate
and contain the following components:
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• Targeted Primary Capability

• Required Procedures and Processes

• Required Preliminary Training

• Scenario Set-Up

• Expected Process Flow

• Expected Outcome

The best practice is to cover each primary capability and
key process with several exercises (with primary and
secondary focus).  For example, a network-focused
exercise will simulate a network outage monitored,
corrected, and verified by specific management tools
(network availability and capability).  Resolving the
network outage also verifies the problem management
workflow.

In order to develop robust simulation scripts, the team
members use a capability matrix  that ensures that
adequate tests are run against critical capabilities.  The
capability matrix also shows which capability, process,
or tool is either over- or under-tested, thus maximizing
the resources allocated to WTP.

Validation Phase
During the validation phase, team members perform a
dry-run validation to make certain that the tools,
processes, and workflow function as expected.  Key
questions to answer during the dry-run validation are as
follows:

• Can the scenario script create the error needed?

• Is the physical infrastructure correctly described and
tested?

• Are there missing processes or procedures?

•  Is the operational business model correctly
assumed?

During Walk-the-Pod validation, Data Center
Operations personnel perform the simulation exercises
to verify that individual components, tools, processes,
procedures, and documentation required for landing,
monitoring, and supporting a service offering exist and
function as an integrated system.

Execution Phase
Before the execution phase can begin, the SRCLs and
test pod must be completed, and the planned scripts
must be validated in the specific environment to be
tested.

As the Walk-the-Pod team runs each exercise, team
members perform specific roles.  During the execution
of each key function, an auditor captures changes,
issues, or needed action items.  After each exercise is
run, the team does a postmortem on the effort to

determine if the issues found require a re-write and re-
run of the scenario.

The final output of executing the simulation exercises is
the Summary Report.  It captures each scenario,
associates a risk level (High, Medium, or Low) to each
exercise and primary capability, and reports any open
issues or required action items, as discovered through
Walk-the-Pod.

On-the-Job Readiness
Once Walk-the-Pod verifies that the system is ready,
On-the-Job Readiness (OJR) verifies that the people are
ready to support the system.

The purpose of OJR is to ensure that command center
personnel can

•  learn the new service or tool in a simulated
environment,

• execute realistic scenarios,

• perform all procedures between support levels,

•  perform all troubleshooting, escalation, and
problem-resolution procedures, and

•  support both customer and internal service-level
agreements (SLAs).

Planning Phase
During the planning phase of OJR, the implementation
team re-uses the Walk-the-Pod exercises and categorizes
them by job classification.

Validation Phase
During the validation phase of OJR, the implementation
team members make certain that the scenarios and
workflows reflect realistic situations.

Key questions to answer during the validation are as
follows:

•  Does the scenario apply to this (regional, non-
regional, or tier-3) data center?

• Does the workflow identify all critical decisions?

• Does the command center person have access to all
the resources required?

• Does the process support all related SLAs?

• Are there missing processes or procedures?

Execution Phase
During the execution phase of OJR, DC Operations
personnel perform the simulation exercises to verify that
they can follow all related procedures, perform the
required tasks, and consistently make correct decisions,
all within the constraints of the service-level agreement
for the new service or tool in a production environment.
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As the data center personnel run each exercise,
performing their specific roles, an auditor captures
changes, issues, or needed action items.  After each
exercise, the OJR team members evaluate the results to
determine if the issues found require revising or re-
running the exercise.

At the completion of the OJR, each data center analyst
or engineer on each shift must be able to perform all
required procedures.  Full OJR status is achieved when
all data center personnel on each shift have completed
this skill validation.

The Post Deployment Summary details each scenario,
associates a risk level (High, Medium, or Low) to each
exercise, and reports any open issues or required actions.

CERTIFICATION DECLARATION
The Ops Readiness Certification process provides data
center management with an objective assessment of their
readiness to “go live.”  The result of the SRCL, Walk-
the-Pod, and On-the-Job Readiness exercises is a “punch
list” of processes and procedures that may not be
complete.  Data center management makes an informed-
risk decision regarding whether to “go live”
immediately, or to complete the punch items before
landing customers.  When the data center has completed
all phases of the Operations Readiness process, QRE
issues a memo to the data center certifying that it is
ready to support customers.

RESULTS
As a result of following the Data Center Start-Up
Cookbook, IOS experienced near-flawless execution
when opening the second data center (IDS02) in
Chantilly, Virginia, in March, 2000.  The Fit-up and Go-
Live processes were completed on schedule, three weeks
faster than in the prior start-up, in IDS01.

DISCUSSION
IDS01 (in Santa Clara, CA), IDS02 (in Chantilly, VA),
and IDS03 (in Winnersh, UK) are similar data centers in
the sense that they are the same relative size, have a
similar number of customers, have comparable service
offerings, had permanent staff during the start-up period,
and their operating support systems were implemented
in the local language.  IDS04 (in Tokyo, Japan) is
significantly different in these areas.

The declining total Ticket Count for the three data
centers suggests that the Ops Readiness Certification
process reduces the number of critical issues causing
customer problems during the six weeks after data
center start-up (see Figure 1.)

Figure 1: Ticket count

The progressive decrease in the problem tickets in the
Operating Systems Service (OSS) category, where we
can best measure the integration of technology and
people, also furthers the conclusion that the ORC
process increases the "Opening Quality" (see Figure 2).
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The decrease in the ticket Resolve Rate from IDS01,
where we did not execute an ORC, to IDS02 and IDS03
where we did supports our increased confidence in our
"Opening Quality" (see Figure 3).
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CONCLUSION
Using the Data Center Start-Up Cookbook and
Operations Readiness Certification (ORC) methodology,
IOS has increased our confidence in data center quality
at opening without lengthening the ramp-up time.

This confidence level prediction is supported by the
following datasets: 1) the decreasing number of trouble
tickets within each data center during the first six weeks;
2) the decreasing percentage of total tickets in the
Operating System Support (OSS) category; and 3) an
overall decrease in the time required to resolve# 
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problems.  The data demonstrate that, between similar
data centers (IDS01, 02, and 03), ORC produces a
continuous improvement process.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes Intel's e-Business data center asset
management and capacity planning programs including
the business drivers that led to their creation, the
technology developed to build and maintain them, and
Intel’s future plans for them.

As Intel Corporation's Internet presence grew from static
content served from a single desktop PC to over 65
externally facing Internet applications running on over
850 servers in multiple states, the need for asset
management and capacity planning programs became
very obvious.  This paper explains these programs in
depth.  We will first, however, give a brief overview of
each program.

INTRODUCTION

Asset Management
Intel’s e-Business asset management program is a single
web-based source from which all the physical and
configuration data for each of the servers in the e-
Business production and pre-production environments can
be obtained.  This program was initially planned with four
sequential phases and it is still evolving today.  Effective
asset management relies on both process and tools
coupled with the discipline of the using audience.

There are specific processes created and implemented in
order to maintain strong data integrity.  Architectural
design review boards review the requirements and
approve them prior to any assets being procured for
Intel’s e-Business environment.  With each of the
processes explicitly outlined in the intranet web site, each
engineer is responsible for updating the database when
there is a change in the assets.

From a tools perspective, to make asset management easy
for engineers, Intel’s e-Business team has created a
central web application for recording the perpetually
changing asset information.  This asset management
application utilizes two back-end databases that capture
physical information as well as configuration data.  The
two repositories are then seamlessly integrated into a

single web portal for engineers to view and update vital
server information.  The overall infrastructure for the
asset management application consists of one web server,
two database servers, and a system-side agent for
software and hardware inventory.  The asset management
application can be used by Intel’s e-Business team for
anything from determining where a system is located to
what applications are running on that system.  Future
goals of the asset management application will be to
integrate branding information (system specific
documentation), system capacity information, and health
monitoring controls and data.  In e-Business, asset
management is seen as more than just recording serial
numbers.  Our goal is to provide a comprehensive system
that can be easily used to manage, administer, and
evaluate Intel’s e-Business assets.

Capacity Planning
Intel’s e-Business is undergoing exponential growth rates
due to the corporate emphasis on Internet commerce.  As
our Internet business grows, the need to forecast system
and facility capacity requirements grows as well.
Capacity planning is divided into two very large
categories:  system management (which includes server,
network infrastructure, and storage area networks) and
facilities/infrastructure management (which includes
physical space, network connectivity requirements, and
power and cooling requirements specifically related to the
data centers and pre-production labs).  Capacity planning
is a crucial part of the entire planning process and
integration for Intel’s e-Business infrastructure because of
Intel's demand for 99.999% application availability.

Every year Intel’s e-Business more than doubles the
number of systems used to support our Internet
applications.  To prevent our e-Business from outgrowing
its facilities, system resources, and network infrastructure,
we have to use a variety of methods to not only predict,
but to also control capacity.  Like asset management, Intel
e-Business has invoked programs dedicated to both
technical and process-based solutions to allow for
effective capacity planning.
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THE EVOLUTION OF ASSET
MANAGEMENT AND CAPACITY
PLANNING
Asset management and capacity planning are viewed as
behind the scenes operational processes and tools not
often represented in a very public manner.  If one does not
hear about asset  management and capacity planning, it
means that the processes and tools are working effectively
and are optimally integrated to provide all of the essential
business planning and analytical data required at any
given time.  This, we feel is the true success criteria of
good operational asset management and capacity planning
programs.

To understand the need for well-defined, integrated, and
scalable asset management and capacity planning
programs for any business unit is the first step to effective
and efficient programs.

These programs are inherently evolutionary.  As e-
Business and the Internet grow, so too will the
requirements to manage assets and plan for capacity.

THE TECHNOLOGIES AND DESIGNS THAT
ENABLE ASSET MANAGEMENT
In order to successfully implement an asset management
program within e-Business, a harmony must exist
between the processes that define asset management and
the tools that enable those definitions.  This portion of the
paper will explain the enabling technologies and designs
that were modeled from the processes.

As the processes for asset management were constructed,
based on an evaluation of the existing environment and
the projected environment, careful consideration was
given to the development of an application that would suit
both realms.  When designing an Asset Management
Application (AMA), our first priority was to utilize
existing data and processes.  We then developed an
application that would immediately leverage the current
system in use as well as define a system that would enrich
asset management as it evolved to the desired state.  The
following sections of this paper describe the retrofitting
and development of a comprehensive application that
enabled Intel’s e-Business to manage its assets from both
a corporate capital and business support perspective.

Re-Developing Asset Management
Effectively managing over a thousand capital valued
systems is a challenge for any company or business.  To
meet that challenge within Intel’s e-Business structure, we
were chartered with not only retromanaging the existing
environment, but also with controlling an exponentially
growing farm of servers.  Step one of the asset
management challenge was to leverage existing data and
applications.

The management of assets within Intel’s e-Business has
gone through as many revisions and evolutions as the
Internet itself.  The first attempt of asset management was
a simple spreadsheet maintained by numerous engineers.
Such a static effort was, at the time, all that was needed to
manage a business consisting of only a handful of servers.
As Intel’s e-Business grew, and the value of asset
management was recognized, more dynamic applications
were implemented.  The first draft of such an application
consisted of a free-text web form with a simple one-table
database.  Although this development was pointed in the
right direction, the demands of e-Business and Intel
Corporation soon overcame its capabilities.  To address
the obvious needs at the time, management created an
internal group that was chartered with corralling and
coordinating Intel’s e-Business assets.  This newly formed
entity consisted of both process and application
developers.

Once processes were developed that outlined asset
management, the application developers needed to
implement a cost-effective solution.  Third-party
applications were considered briefly.  However, the
needed level of scalability and customization together
with the inflated costs of outside applications quickly
paved the way for an in-house solution.

It was determined that the first step in instigating asset
management was to create a system that would not only
host all the needed information, but also make the
acquisition of that information as simple as possible for
the users.

Creating a Dependency
To create such a system, first a database was designed
that could hold physical asset information as well as
integrate links to other systems and information that were
used by engineers.  The reasoning behind such cross-
functional integration was the realization that an engineer
rarely needs corporate-level asset information.  By
integrating asset management into more daily processes
and applications, Intel e-Business created a dependency
that would enforce the discipline required by asset
management processes.

One logical opportunity to create such a dependency was
the already existing process for system space and
networking requests.  In order for a system (asset) to land
within Intel’s e-Business environment, an engineer must
have two things: physical space assigned to place the
system in the data center and an IP address with the
accompanying DNS entry.  By taking advantage of these
two necessities, the application developers were able to
enforce the collection of asset information.  In order to
acquire rack space and networking needs for a landing
server, an engineer must first pass through the asset
management processes.

To facilitate this dependency, the developers formed an
alliance with the facility and networking groups.  This
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new alliance not only benefited the asset management
process but also improved the efficiency of the joining
partners.  By integrating multiple processes and
interrelating the data within, duplicate efforts were
eliminated, and valuable data were joined.

Adding Features
Through dependencies, the asset management effort was
assigned to the e-Business Integration Engineering group.
However, to implement a successful application and
process there needs to be tangible benefits to the user.  As
mentioned previously, the typical engineer will not likely
benefit directly from asset management.  Therefore, to
truly create a business-wide need for asset management,
the developers needed to create business-wide
functionality.

An opportunity to do just this presented itself in the form
of the integration of systems management. Intel’s e-
Business had an existing system for dynamically
accumulating system and application data.  The systems
management infrastructure consisted of a system-side
agent that inventoried software and hardware
configuration data for each server within the e-Business
environment.  The asset management program developers
realized that if they could provide a portal to the asset
data within the asset application, they would be adding
value to everyday operations.  By altering the installation
of the systems management tool to incorporate a logical
link to the asset management database, a virtual
conglomerate system was created.  With the marriage of
configuration and asset data, engineers now had an
everyday use for the e-Business asset application.

The creation of dependencies and the addition of every
day functionality to Intel’s e-Business AMA has
significantly contributed to the success of the asset
management program.  However, limiting the scope of the
application and its user interfaces was not part of the
application’s design.  Further development and interfaces
are on the horizon.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Within Intel e-Business we are constantly pushing for
tight integration of applications, of which asset
management is no exception.  Although the AMA is now
coupled with our systems management data, there are
even more opportunities for integration.  The goal of the
AMA is to provide a comprehensive portal to all and any
system data.  The portal will eventually be the one
interface engineers and managers alike will visit in order
to view any system information.  The end result will be
the transparent integration of all system data ranging from
a system’s physical and financial data to a system’s
configuration and build documentation.

The next step for the AMA is to link the interface and
data to branding documentation.  Intel e-Business
maintains a document for each system within the

environment.  The branding documentation outlines all
the steps used to build and configure a system.  Branding
information is crucial to controlling and building our
production environment.  Today, branding is viewed
through shared directory browsing.  A project is now in
place to improve the branding process by initiating
content control through version control.  In addition to
version control, branding documents will be managed
through a central database.

The AMA developers see the upcoming branding
application as yet another component that can be
integrated into the AMA portal.  By adding the branding
component we will create even more dependencies and
increase the functionality of the AMA for our end users.

With the linking of branding and systems management
applications, the AMA will be an advanced infrastructure
consisting of a web server and three back-end databases.
The real benefit the AMA will provide will be the
seamless joining of multiple data repositories.  Where
databases and the data once stood alone, they now will be
fully integrated into one portal (see Figure 1).

Figure 1:  A view of the AMA components as they are
scoped for today

After branding information is brought into the AMA there
are even more possibilities on the horizon.  Plans are
being considered to also incorporate our capacity
management and monitoring applications into the AMA
portal.  Assuming Intel e-Business can create this
immensely conglomerated system, the AMA portal will
undeniably be the one-stop interface for complete
systems, asset, capacity, and monitoring management (see
Figure 2).
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Figure 2: A view of the AMA components as they will
be viewed in the future

CAPACITY AND SYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT
Efficient management tools can greatly ease the
management load in any computing environment,
especially with an architecture that includes large
numbers of systems.  The Intel e-Business infrastructure
includes over 850 servers, approximately 60% of which
are part of the production environment.  All servers are
remotely monitored for CPU, memory, and disk
utilization.  This helps management staff plan for
upgrades and provides useful baseline information for
sizing new systems and applications.  It also helps ensure
that overtaxed systems are discovered before they suffer
unnecessary failures or performance degradation.

In order to proactively monitor the capacity of systems
within our e-Business environment, Intel’s IT group has
developed a server-side agent that captures dozens of
system performance counters every five minutes.  The
performance data are then aggregated on several large
databases exceeding a _ terabyte of performance data
(Figure 3).  Intel e-Business then runs daily reports for
each of its systems, which are routinely reviewed by
production engineers for potential capacity issues.  The
performance data and reports allow us to predict as well
as prevent capacity problems within the environment (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3: An example of reports used by e-Business to
monitor capacity

In addition to monitoring system capacity Intel e-Business
also uses a third-party agent and infrastructure to collect
system configuration data.  Knowing how a system is
built and what applications are running on that system is
an important component to managing and controlling a
large e-Business site.  E-Business systems are routinely
scheduled to query their own hardware and software
configurations and relay those data to a central repository
(Figure 4).  Once in the repository, engineers can query
and review the dynamic data.  This gives Intel e-Business
the ability to identify, on a large scale, the systems that
either need upgrades or configuration changes.

Intel IT has also developed a custom application called
Metrios® that performs functionality testing.  Metrios
accesses e-Business systems in much the same way a user
would and verifies system responses.  It can run Active
Server Page scripts and even dial out to test connectivity
from the Internet.  Metrios can be configured for
automatic monitoring and will page out to notify staff of
problems requiring immediate attention (see Figure 4).
Once notified, Intel IT staff use Microsoft’s Terminal
Server∗ and the Intel LANDesk Server Manager 6.2
for remote system management.  Staff members can dial
in from their desks or homes to access and manage
systems throughout the e-Business computing
environment.  These tools are essential components for
maintaining the Intel e-Business infrastructure and
enabling efficient control of widely distributed systems.

                                                                        
∗ Other brands and names are the property of their
respective owners.
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Figure 4: Comprehensive e-Business systems
management obtained through an integrated

infrastructure

FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
MANAGEMENT
The e-Business environment is becoming increasingly
complex and in so many cases challenging Moore's Law.
This growth is exponential in the speed of new
applications being introduced and existing applications
being upgraded.  These requirements are being driven by
the very intelligent end-user, who also happens to be the
one developing the architecture.  Along with asset
management and systems capacity planning, facilities and
infrastructure management was identified as a key
contributor to planning  Intel’s e-Business success
strategy.

Facilities and infrastructure management is defined as the
physical space (data center and labs), the network
infrastructure, and the power and cooling requirements to
house all of the systems in a given space.  These three
major components are wholly dependent on each other in
order to accommodate a single system.  One cannot land a
system in the data center or any of the pre-
production/development labs without having all three
components in place.

In summary, facilities and infrastructure planning is so
tightly integrated with asset management and capacity
planning in Intel's e-Business environment that it cannot
be treated as a separate issue.

Challenges
The single most challenging problem with facilities and
infrastructure management planning is how to plan for
growth and how to decide how much growth to plan for
based on cost and return on investment.  It is a very
peculiar and confusing state to be in.  Do you plan for
two, four, or six years?  Can you even plan for any further
than four years out?  Based on trend analysis of system

procurement and the change in systems, how much
density do you plan for?  What is your focus and how will
this investment be returned?  What are the success criteria
of a data center or lab design?  Once these questions have
been answered, you can start the management process.

The problems with managing facilities and infrastructure
are, in fact, in most cases the most costly and the most
time consuming to react to and fix.  We are trying to
expand our power/cooling capacity in the data center to
accommodate the amount of physical space and network
capacity we currently have available.  Power and cooling
requirements seem very basic, but they can be the
deciding factor in the installation of systems in a specific
lab or data center.  The design and planning of power and
cooling capacity are essential and are very sensitive to our
ever expanding e-Business infrastructure.

In order to understand the requirements of the pre-
production labs and data center, we first prepared an
historical trend analysis specific to the data center,
production system growth, and pre-production system
growth.  We factored in the understanding that the growth
rate of systems in our e-Business environment has been
doubling every year, and the system platform physical
vertical size has decreased to 1/3 or 1/2 of the size from
one year ago.  We also factored in our intention to make
sure we would reduce the complexity of application
deployment (support, launches), support processes,
network infrastructure (less reliance on WAN, MAN,
routers), instrumentation, metrics, analyses, security
administration, and capacity management.  In addition to
reducing complexity we also wanted to avoid indirect
costs of load balancing and network infrastructure
optimization, increased support costs, and increased
remote administration.

An overall facility and infrastructure roadmap was
designed with a consistent physical capacity, network
capacity, and power/cooling capacity architecture and
framework.  Each of the pre-production labs are now
outfitted with cabinets and racks to accommodate all
types of systems – tower or rack mounts – as well as with
the network and power/cooling capacities which are
scalable at a equal rate to each other.

The data center power/cooling capacity has been
retrofitted to accommodate the physical capacity required
by e-Business production.

RESULTS
The success criteria of facilities and infrastructure
management is when the design of the lab or data centers
factors in the correct ratio of physical space to network
capacity to power and cooling capacity, and all of these
are scalable at an even level.  For example, the capacity
remaining for network, physical space, and power/cooling
is identical.  In a facility design, you do not want to be in
a position where you have a large amount of one
component and none remaining of another component.
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The design of the Intel e-Business data center and pre-
production labs is complete.  The pre-production labs are
in operation and are using the new facilities and
infrastructure strategy.  The data center will soon be
online with the new infrastructure strategy.

With a long-term business strategy in place and a
complete understanding of the components of the facility
and infrastructure, Intel e-Business will be able to scale
the data center and all of its pre-production labs with zero
interference to business.

The importance of proactive facilities management and
the understanding of infrastructure scalability has been
recognized and will always be an integral part of

e-Business strategy planning.

CONCLUSION
As e-Business strives to provide the most successful and
available Internet presence to the world, behind the scenes
are the operational processes and tools enabling it to do
just that.  Integrated, scalable, and very accurate asset
management and capacity planning programs are
essential.  Without these programs in place, there is no
platform on which to build the business strategy.  The
initiation and development of an asset management
solution and capacity planning program will pay off in the
most rewarding ways.  With these programs in place you
will be able to successfully reduce the complexity of the
e-Business environment with consistent processes and
tools.  Resources will be used effectively (both assets and
personnel); system and application performance and
availability will increase; and consequently, time to
market will decrease.   The result is an overall reduction
in cost for Intel.
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ABSTRACT
To meet the rapid growth in the number of e-Business
applications to be deployed and the demand for
increasing the frequency for application releases, Intel’s
e-Business release cycle has gone through many
evolutions and has seen many improvements.  This
paper examines these changes from an IT e-Business
Integration Engineering perspective.  The e-Business
release cycle may range from 6 weeks to 20 weeks
depending on the functional and technical complexity of
the release.  A release may include up to 6 applications
and in general, each application releases 4 or more times
a year.  There are over 65 core e-Business external-
facing applications.

In this paper, we focus mostly on Business-to-Business
(B2B) direct sales and marketing, the most active e-
Business area, and we deal only with the e-Business
Integration Engineering group’s role in e-Business
release planning and management.

INTRODUCTION
Since 1998, the Intel® IT e-Business Integration
Engineering organization has grown from a small group
of 25 engineers supporting 50 servers running a handful
of external-facing Internet applications to 80+ engineers
supporting approximately 850 servers running 65
external-facing Internet applications.  This server farm is
split between pre-production, which in general covers
development, QA test, and stress test servers; and
production, which includes production, failover, and
production support servers.  The challenge has been to
provide on-time, reliable engineering activities to
support the rapidly increasing number of applications
being released in the external-facing, Intel® e-Business
space and to keep pace with the increasing application
release frequency.

The Intel IT e-Business Integration Engineering group
has progressed, out ofnecessity, from adhoc releases
requested with minimal lead time by the application
groups to a very close partnership with the business
application groups that includes early engagement and
notification of release priorities and plans.  Out of this
partnership has evolved a comprehensive release process
that incorporates planning and prioritization, resource

and environment management, engineering management
and release management.

Intel is dedicated to delivering new and improved
functionality to its customers in a timeframe that keeps
Intel and its customers competitive in the e-Business
market place.  To ensure reliability and speed in the
release process, Intel’s IT e-Business Integration
Engineering group is in the process of automating many
of the engineering build activities.  This has reduced
environment build times by up to 50% and increased
accuracy and reliability.  Automation is continuing with
all aspects of instance designs and code migrations.

The engineering activities vary with the technical
complexity of the release, but in general include instance
design activities, server build activities, stress testing,
day 1 testing (a rehearsal of the deployment activities),
and deployment of the application into production.  A
complex release may also include purchasing and
assembling new hardware and possibly the development
and implementation of new reference designs.  These
engineering activities are now closely managed and
aligned with the application development lifecycle
activities to ensure that development, testing, and
deployment milestones can be met. Daily management
of release milestones has become a necessity for
meeting release deadlines.

This paper covers a broad range of issues and activities
relating to the management of the release and
deployment of an external-facing (where Internet
communication passes through a firewall) e-Business
application at Intel.  It is written from an e-Business
integration engineering perspective and looks at the Intel
e-Business release process with respect to how the e-
Business Integration Engineering and the e-Business
Application Development teams handle the release
process for over 60 applications a year.

Intel’s e-Business applications fall into one of the
following business areas:

• B2B  Sales and Marketing Group (SMG)

• B2B Indirect Channel

• B2C (Business to Consumer)

• B2C Core Services (e.g., Search, Registration, etc.)
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• B2B Supplier

• Other non-mission-critical e-Business applications

In most cases this paper refers to the release process for
the most active and mission-critical e-Business area,
Intel’s B2B  Sales and Marketing Group.

The Engagement Process
For new applications and major enhancements to
existing applications there are two phases of customer
engagement with the e-Business Integration Engineering
group.  The first phase, shown in Figure 1, deals with
finding strategic responses to business initiatives and
involves participation in the Architecture Design Group
(ADG).  In this phase, the e-Business Integration
Engineering group provides expertise in infrastructure
and architecture to help find the best strategic response.
This may include piloting and validating a
recommendation before sanctioning its acceptance.

Market &
Industry

Architecture &
Strategic
Planning

 AWG
Architecture Working Group

 AWG
Architecture Working Group

Forward
Engineering Project SelectionProject Selection

Pilot ProjectsPilot Projects

New Reference 
Designs

Business RequirementsBusiness Requirements New TechnologyNew Technology

ADG
Architecture Design Group

Resource AllocationResource Allocation

Report out & 
Recommendation

Strategic
Roadmap

E-Business GroupsE-Business Groups

Figure 1: Initiative study and strategic architecture
design

The second phase, shown in Figure 2, occurs when a
project has been funded and is ready to be prioritized in
the release process.  In this phase, the technical
complexity of the project is assessed, resources are
assigned, and there is participation in the design,
development, and deployment of the application.

This paper focuses on the second phase of the
engagement process dealing with e-Business release
planning and management.
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Complexity
Analysis
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Timeline
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Implement To
Plan

Implement To
Plan
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Figure 2: Release planning/management

CHALLENGES
As the number of e-Business applications increased and
the need to release more functionality more frequently,
there was an ever-increasing demand for hardware and
engineering resources.  This demand often outpaced the
hardware and resources available. Environments and
servers were being shared among applications and
needed to be constantly rebuilt for the next release.
Releases would follow so closely upon one another that
a missed release date could very well have an impact on
the date of the next release.  Engagement with the IT e-
Business integration engineers would happen towards
the end of the application design phase leaving very
little time for engineering to get acquainted with, and
prepare for, the new technology requirements.  In many
cases, new hardware needed to be purchased and new
reference designs developed.  In addition, there was
little or no business prioritization of the applications and
associated releases.  All this resulted in unrealistic
expectations from the users that a release could always
be resourced and delivered on time.  From an
engineering standpoint this was a no win situation and
resulted in overloaded resources and missed schedules.
This paper addresses the release planning and
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management processes that were developed and
implemented to change this scenario yet support this
fast-paced dynamic environment.

ENGINEERING RESPONSIBILITIES
First, let’s take a look at the  Intel IT e-Business
Integration Engineering organization and its role in the
release process.  Support for our release cycle
environments requires a team of engineers who can plan,
design, build, test, and maintain the environments.
These engineering activities are in the critical path of the
release and are dependent on certain development
activities being completed on time.  Likewise, the QA
test teams are dependent on the e-Business integration
engineering activities being completed on time.  The
Intel e-Business Integration Engineering group has
categorized these activities as follows:

• Design Engineering

• Factory Engineering

• Pre-Production Engineering

• Production Engineering

Design Engineering includes those activities relating to
adding or changing infrastructure designs.  These design
additions or changes may be as a result of new software,
new hardware, or new releases of operating systems and
databases.  Design engineering may include designing
new infrastructure architecture, prototyping and testing
the changes, and ultimately developing reference
designs that can be used to consistently set up and install
the new hardware, software, or release.  These reference
designs are used by other engineers to build servers for
new application releases.

Factory Engineering  includes those activities relating to
ensuring a successful deployment of the application
release from an engineering perspective.  These
activities include developing and managing the
engineering project plan and designing and documenting
the builds for all servers in the environment.  These
design documents are called Instance Designs (often
referred to as branding documents), and they provide the
complete specification for building and configuring a
server.  They include, in part, reference designs for the

base builds of the OS and databases, but in addition
include directory structures, application installation and
configuration instructions, and Common Object Model
(COM) specifications.  Factory engineering requires the
engineer to be closely involved with the application
development team to understand the new application’s
technical designs.  The engineer should be a partner in
the design solutions.  A factory engineer will, in most
cases, use the build of the proto environment as an
engineering prototyping opportunity to test out and
develop the instance design documentation.  This
documentation will ultimately be passed on to the pre-
production engineer and the production engineer to build
and maintain the testing and production servers.

Pre-Production Engineering includes those activities
relating to the building and maintenance of servers in the
pre-production environments.  These engineers are
expected to build from the Instance Design
documentation to ensure consistent and reliable server
builds.  In the release cycle, these engineers are most
impacted by any slippage in application design and
development activities, since they are still expected to
deliver test environments to the QA and Stress test
teams on time.

Production Engineering includes those activities
relating to building the production servers, deploying an
application release into production, and providing
adequate production support for the application
infrastructure.  Production engineering is also a primary
recipient of the Instance Designs developed by the
factory engineer and validated by the pre-production
engineer.  A production engineer is also a primary
participant in building the stress and day 1 environments
and performing the day 1 execution.  The day 1
execution is in effect a dress rehearsal of the deployment
of a release into production and usually takes place the
week prior to production deployment.  There is an
additional burden on the production engineer to voice
concern if the application does not meet the entrance
criteria for production stability and performance.  Once
a deployment has taken place the production engineer
becomes responsible for on-call support, production
environment maintenance, data center management, and
troubleshooting of production issues.
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KEY: Landed/Online To be Ordered Requires Upgrade
Received/Not installed Order Approved: ESD: Estimated Shipping Date

Figure 3:  Sample pre-production environment server map

RELEASE ENVIRONMENTS
Each functionally dependent set of applications is
developed, tested, and deployed on an infrastructure of
servers that has been designed and configured to support
the various applications.  This infrastructure typically
consists of groups of servers forming environments that
are dedicated to phases of the release cycle.

•  A development environment consists of a set of
development servers used by developers to develop
and test their applications.

•  A proto environment consists of servers used to
prototype or test out the designs.

•  The pre-production QA environment consists of
servers used by an independent QA test team to
perform functional and integrated testing.

•  The pre-production stress testing and day 1 testing
environment is the most dynamic environment.  It
actually comprises up to five environments called
stations, which are built on an as-needed basis to
stress test applications within a release.  An
environment station may be used for stress testing
Web Order Management one week and rebuilt to
stress test a channel application the next week.

•  The production servers host the application in
production and typically include a redundant set of
fail-over servers.  In addition there may also be a
production support environment where production
bug fixes can be made and tested without impacting
a new release that is being tested in the pre-
production environment.
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The complete set of phased environments, including
production, is called a pipe.  A pipe is, in most cases,
specific and dedicated to an application area,(e.g., B2B
sales and marketing. A phased environment typically
consists of one or more web, database, and application
servers.  The numbers will vary depending on how close
the phase is to production.  The QA test environments
will be more representative of the production
architecture than the development environment and will
include back-end system environments that make up the
integration architecture.  At Intel, the e-Business, B2B
Direct SMG pipe requires between 20 to 26 servers in
each of the test environments and around 50 servers in
production, including failover.  The pipe consists of
around 140 servers that need to be maintained and
supported for a release.  See Figure 3.

The new or changed application is moved from
environment to environment as development is
completed and testing begins.  At each stage, entrance
criteria need to be met, as shown in Figure 4, before the
code can be migrated to the next environment.

Proto

QA

Stress/

Day1

Prod-
uction

Develop
-ment

E-Business Pipeline ‘Promote to Production’ :
Environment Entrance Criteria

!  Code/build functional enough to be ready for
unit testing in production-like environment

!  Code is functionally frozen (only bug fixes
hereafter)
!  Unit, Functional, & User-acceptance testing
completed with no show-stoppers
!  Branding/install documents
completed/updated

!  Integration testing successful
!  ASP reviewed for guideline compliance
!  Stress, Load, & Time-dimension test plans
completed & ratified
!  Day 1 Test plan ready

!  Stress, Load, Time-dimension, & Day 1
testing successful
!  Go/No-Go completed with ‘Go’ & E-Business
CCB request approved

Figure 4: Environment migration and exit criteria

The Release Cycle
The release cycle for an e-Business application consists
of the standard phases of planning, requirements, design,
development, testing, and deployment.  However, unlike
the large back-end systems that often span years of
development, an e-Business release takes anywhere
from six months to six weeks depending on its
functional and technical complexity.

Figure 5: Complex release model
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The Complex Release Model shown in Figure 5 reflects
significant infrastructure changes that would include
new servers and associated reference and instance
designs.

A Medium Complex Release Model would not
necessarily require new equipment and reference
designs, but would require significant changes to

instance designs with corresponding build and test
activities.

The Simple Release Model  shown in Figure 6 may
require significant testing of functionality but would
require very little engineering.  In this model, the
environments stay dedicated to the application and do
not need to be rebuilt or changed.

Figure 6: Simple release model

The Release Management Process
In the early days of e-Business development at Intel, the
planning horizon for releases was no more than six
months, and releases would occur somewhat
sequentially within each business group.  A release
could consist of up to six applications.  The
dependencies between those applications were shared
functionality, test environments, shared resources, or
just a shared release date.  This approach did have some
success, but success was always dependent on the
weakest application.  If an application failed to pass
testing criteria, the entire release might have been
pushed out.  This in turn had an impact on future
releases that were dependent on the same resources and
environments.  This constant flow of critical path
activity was the most stressful for the environment
engineers and the QA test teams.

Figure 7 illustrates the four major processes that need to
take place to manage a release.
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Figure 7: Major release management processes
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Business Prioritization and Resourcing
In our largest e-Business area of B2B, the business
organization has established a Program Management
Office (PMO).  The PMO is chartered with the
responsibility of establishing a forum for business
owners to submit release requests and join with other
business owners to prioritize all requests relative to
Intel’s B2B e-Business priorities.  Other participants in
the forum include e-Business Integration Engineering
management and QA/Test Management.  The process is
simple.  The projects are assigned tentative release dates
and priorities by the business owners.  Each resource
manager assigns resources to the projects until all
resources are allocated.  In the case of e-Business
integration engineering, it is also necessary to determine
if the shared test environments are available as required
by the prioritization and release date.  The business
owners then determine if the projects left unresourced
can be postponed.  If they can, then no priority changes
are made.  If they cannot, then further prioritization is
done or funding is allocated for additional resources or
environments until the correct business prioritization is
achieved.  This process has brought visibility to the ratio
between release demand and resource availability to
implement a release and has resulted in all the key
players working from the same prioritized list.

Engineering Planning and Development
From an engineering perspective, there is a lot to do in a
very short space of time.  We may identify a set of
resources to work on the release in the PMO forum, but
at that time we don’t know much about the technical
requirements.  In the past, the application teams
presented their technical requirements to the e-Business
integration engineers at the end of their design phase, at
the e-Business Design Review Board forum (EDRB).

This late engagement has proved to be a major issue for
complex releases where new hardware needs to be
purchased and possibly new reference designs
developed.  Today, we assign an Integration Technical
Lead (ITL) to the release after the PMO forum has given
the green light for the release to proceed.  It is the role of
the ITL to partner with the application team to get an
understanding of the complexity of the application and
then to put together an engineering plan to meet the
requirements.  The ITL is also expected to be a partner
with the application development team to develop the
technical design and jointly present it  at the EDRB.

Daily Release Management Meetings
In the past, the daily release management meetings
focused on issues surrounding the release at a particular
point in time.  This served a purpose and allowed
bottlenecks and issues to get addressed very quickly.
However, it did not lend itself to looking at the big
picture or even looking a week or more ahead.  Today,
we still have a daily meeting but the release is managed
through the implementation of milestones.  These
milestones,(see Figure 8 below) reflect major dependent
events that need to be completed on time to ensure that
the release stays on track.

Daily monitoring of milestones has proved to be quite
successful and provides advanced warnings of potential
showstoppers.  A missed milestone results in more
attention being focused on the issues rather than an
immediate halt to the application or release.  A
continuation of missed milestones for an application
may result in that application being pulled from the
release.
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Figure 8: Milestone tracking for a release
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INCREASING THE RELEASE
FREQUENCY

Engineering and Business Partnership
The e-Business world is constantly changing as
customers require new functionality.  The industry is
constantly improving on technology and functionality,
and on server technology; and operating systems and
databases are issuing major releases almost every year.
This is not a time for bureaucracy and process for
process sake.  It is a time for flexibility, compromise,
and speed.  These are most effectively accomplished by
an alliance, or a partnership, with all the groups
participating in the release cycle.  The goal is to jointly
deliver the release on time and not to demonstrate the
shortcomings of the other groups’ deliverables.
However, the realistic requirements of each group still
need to be respected and delivered with flawless
execution.

In the Intel e-Business world, the partnership that exists
today between the business organization and the IT e-
Business Integration Engineering group is being
enhanced with a much closer resource alignment to the
business groups.  This will provide more focused,
dedicated environments and resources for each business
group.

Automation
Automation is beginning to play a significant role in
speeding up the release process.  In the e-Business
integration engineering world, we have started to
automate server build scripts that can dramatically
reduce the time and the amount of engineering resources
it takes to build a server.  Today, we have all of our OS
and database base builds completed and in operation.  In
the future, we will be automating as many of the
instance design scripts as possible.

In addition, we are also bringing in testing tools that
have been successful with the back-end systems for test
script automation and execution for both functional and
stress/performance testing.

Pipeline Server Management
Dedicated pipelines of servers for each business group
will reduce server conflicts between business group
releases, but will most likely double and triple the
number of  servers over the next two to four years.
Managing these large server farms is going to be a major
challenge, ensuring redundancy for failover and
reliability rates in the 99.6% – 99.8% range.  To
complicate the picture even more, Intel is planning a
distributed data center architecture across North
America, Asia, and Europe.  This architecture is seen as
a means to improve connectivity and performance in
Asian and European countries.  The release process may

ultimately include multiple releases in different time
zones.

MANAGING E-BUSINESS GROWTH
AND CHANGE

Resource Constraints
One of the most difficult challenges facing the e-
Business Integration Engineering group today is hiring
enough experienced people who can hit the ground
running when they join Intel.  The e-Business
Integration Engineering group has grown from a 30-
person organization two years ago to a 100-person
organization today. Windows* NT and other operating
systems, Oracle, and SQL engineers are the primary
resources. The e-Business Integration Engineering group
has developed boot camp classes for new hires and puts
a high priority on training.  We are also looking at
opportunities for outsourcing the more standardized
tasks to free up our experienced employees to work on
the more creative design and engineering tasks.

Outsourcing
The key areas of opportunity for outsourcing that are
being evaluated are application development and
support, infrastructure engineering environment builds,
production hosting, and first-, second-, and  third-level
support.  Many of the outsourcing opportunities can be
outsourced within Intel but there may be situations
where it makes more sense to use external vendors.

Infrastructure Releases
Keeping the infrastructure current and consistent has
always been a challenge in this fast moving ever-
changing e-Business world.  A year ago there were 75
different reference designs, many of which had minor
service pack or version differences.  Today, through a
concerted effort to standardize and reduce the number of
reference designs, the number is down to around 40 and
is still going down.  Scheduling an infrastructure release
for upgrades to servers, operating systems, and
databases has always been difficult because of the
impact upgrades have on the business release schedule.
To lessen the impact, infrastructure releases have been
aligned with functional releases.  This allows the
infrastructure release to leverage the environment
engineering resources and the QA test resources.  This
strategy has been successful, but it is sometimes viewed
as an unnecessary overhead and involves a risk to a
business release.  As a result, Intel’s e-Business
engineering group is looking into having one
infrastructure release a year.  The business is supporting
this idea because it means a more stable and reliable
environment.
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RESULTS
Over the last three months that these improved release
management processes have been in place, there have
been no release misses in the B2B space, and the IT e-
Business Integration Engineering group has delivered as
required.  The early engagement both with the PMO and
the ITL has caused teams to plan ahead and adequately
resource the releases.  Time will tell, however, with
respect to increasing the number of releases and whether
automation and outsourcing can add further value.

In the next six months there will be approximately 12
releases involving approximately 21 applications in the
e-Business B2B business area.  The majority of these
applications have been prioritized and resourced.  This is
twice as many releases as in the same period last year.

DISCUSSION
The processes and improvements that have been
addressed in this paper are bearing fruit, but are just the
beginning of the change that needs to take place.  The e-
Business world is fast paced and ever changing and
requires constant monitoring for new and better ways of
doing business.

As we move forward with our releases it is clear that
there are limits to the number of servers and people that
can be thrown at the problems.  The key success factor
in delivering on schedule is staying closely partnered
with our customers.  We all have to make sure that our
resources are expended on the highest priorities.  For
Intel, the PMO forum is a major success factor and
needs to be expanded to include all e-Business groups.

It will be difficult for the business to stand by the
decision to dedicate one quarter to an infrastructure
release.  However, without it we stand the chance of
falling behind on significant improvements to our ever-
growing environment.

Finally, outsourcing both internally and externally may
turn out to be a key opportunity to increase the release
frequency without incurring a major increase in
resources and hardware.

CONCLUSION
Intel's executive management has set the goal to have
100% of its customer business Internet enabled by early
2001.  To meet this goal, it has been necessary to
develop and deploy e-Business applications in the
shortest possible time and with an acceptable level of
quality.  To achieve this, we are changing the paradigm
for building, testing, and deploying systems.  Business-
focused teams, partnerships between business and
engineering groups; automation of environment builds
and application testing; outsourcing of suitable
functions; and a flexible but managed release
management process where engineers and developers

feel each others pain when milestones are missed, are all
essential to our success.
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